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Highlights
• A new generation of membranes offering higher flux at lower applied pressure
• Highly porous with interconnected pores
• High specific surface area, suitable for adsorption applications
• Have found applications in water treatment, air cleaning, membrane distillation, among many other uses

Abstract

Electrospun nanofiber membranes (ENMs) are new generation of membranes with many favorable properties such as high flux and low pressure drop. Although electrospinning has
been known for more than a century, its applications in filtration and separation processes are relatively new. Electrospinning has provided the means to produce ultrathin fibers – as
thin as a few nanometers – that can be used in preparing membranes with small and defined pore sizes. In addition, due to the small fiber diameter ENMs exhibit high surface area
to volume ratio, making them suitable adsorption media with enhanced capacity compared with conventional adsorbents. This paper familiarizes the reader with the history and
laboratory-scale preparation of ENMs, discusses parameters that influence properties of the fibers and the final membranes, and introduces a number of applications in which, ENMs
have exhibited superior performances compared to competing conventional processes.
© 2017 MPRL. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The recent developments in electrospun nanofiber membranes (ENMs)
indicate a breakthrough in the area of separation technology. This is due to a
number of unique characteristics that allow for superior performances of
ENMs not only compared to the conventional membranes, but also to other
competing separation processes. Examples of such characteristics include
high porosity, interconnected pores, and high specific surface area. These
properties allow for higher fluxes at rejection rates similar to those of
conventional membranes with comparable pore sizes. Furthermore, the fiber
thickness and the pore size of ENMs can be adjusted through controlling a
number of preparation parameters. Because of these properties nanofiber
membranes have found potential applications in areas as wide as energy to the
environment, water treatment to medicine, and textile to cosmetics.
Technically, the term nanofiber refers to fibers with external dimensions
between 1nm and 100 nm [1]. However, in practice, fibers as thick as a few
microns are also called nanofibers. Figure 1 shows an SEM image of the
surface of a typical nanofiber membrane. As shown, the fibers look like
noodles with large and connected void spaces (pores) between them. Different
polymeric materials and additives as well as different operating conditions
can be used to prepare ENMs with properties suitable for a wide range of
applications. Nowadays, nanofibers with diameters in the range of one
nanometer to one micrometer can be produced. To better understand how thin
a nanofiber could be imagine that more than one million nanofibers could fit
in the cross-section of a human hair (assuming diameters of 100 nm and 100
µm for a nanofiber and a human hair, respectively) [2].

different types of fibers according to their applications [3].

Fig. 2. comparison of diameter and surface area of different fibers according to their
applications [3].

2. History

Fig. 1. SEM image of the surface of an electrospun nanofiber membrane (ENM)
[5]. The void spaces between the fibers form the interconnected pores allowing flow
of fluids through the membrane.

The early applications of ENMs were in air filtration and protective
clothing [3,4]. However, the range of pore sizes of ENMs also makes them
suitable for other applications such as MF and UF [5] and NF [6]. In addition,
because of the large surface area to volume ratio, ENMs have been tested as
adsorbents [7]. Furthermore, the high flux of ENMs has opened the door to
re-examine membrane distillation [8] as a viable and economical process for a
number of applications such as desalination and water/organic separation [9].
For these reasons, ENMs have attracted attention from the industry and
academia alike for their more economical and more environmental friendly
operation in a number of applications. Figure 2 compares the diameter of

Formation of thin fibers drawn from a solution in an electric field was
first tried by Sir Charles Boys [10]. However, the first electrospinning patent
was filed by John Cooley in 1902 [11]. The major application of the process
was production of “silk-like” threads for textile industry. However, the fibers
were quickly entangled and became useless for the purpose. The first
breakthrough came with Anton Formhals [12] when he invented an apparatus
that produced separate and collectable threads. He used cellulose acetate in a
mixture of acetone and alcohol as the spinning solution.
The first use of electrospinning process to produce filters is credited to
Nathalie Rozenblum and Igor Petryanov-Sokolov [13]. They produced
electrospun fiber mats that were used as filters in gas masks. Like Formhals,
they used cellulose acetate as the base material. Despite these works, the
progress of electrospinning became slow for a few decades. In early 70s,
Baumgarten used the technique to produce fibers with submicron diameters
from different concentrations of acrylic resin in dimethyl formamide (DMF).
His high-speed photographs show entanglement of the fibers a short distance
after they were ejected from a capillary [14]. It was only during the 1990s that
electrospun nanofibers started to gain new momentum with the works of the
research group at the University of Akron. Darrell Reneker and his group
demonstrated production of fine fibers, in the range of few ten nanometers,
using a variety of polymeric material [15]. Since then, a large number of
research papers have been published on theoretical and technical aspects of
electrospun nanofibers and they have found new applications including use in
filtration which is the subject of this paper. Figure 3 compares the number of
papers published since 1996 until October 2016 on the subject of
electrospinning nanofiber membranes.
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few examples include cellulose acetate (CA), polyvinylidenfluoride (PVDF),
polyacrylonitrile (PAN), and polycarbonate (PC).

Fig. 3. number of papers published containing keywords “nanofiber OR nanofibre
OR nanofibers OR nanofibres OR nanofibrous AND electrospinning OR
electrospun”. Search made through Scopus, October 2016.

3. Preparation of electrospun nanofiber membranes
In brief, preparation of electrospun nanofiber membranes (ENMs)
involves applying high voltage to a polymer solution. The solution ejects as a
thin jet that dries and forms a fiber that is collected on a grounded plate. The
fibers accumulate on the plate forming a flat sheet that is peeled off and used
as membrane.
Conventional spinning techniques such as melt spinning, wet spinning,
dry spinning, and gel spinning produce fibers as thin as a few microns in
diameter. Thinner fibers – in the range of a few tens to a few hundreds of
nanometers – have been produced using other techniques such as template
synthesize [16] and self-assembly [17]. The breakthrough, however, came
with electrospinning technique which enabled researchers to produce fibers as
thin as a few nanometers [15, 18].
The schematic of a simple laboratory set up for preparation of ENMs is
shown in Figure 4. The polymer solution is stored in a syringe with a thin
needle. An electric voltage, normally in the range of 10,000 to 20,000 volts, is
applied between the tip of the needle and a metal ground plate that acts as
collector. At high enough voltage, the electrostatic force dominates the
surface tension of the polymer solution and a continuous jet ejects from the
tip of the needle. The pulling force stretches the stream thinning its size. At
the same time, the jet becomes unstable and undergoes bending. The bending
increases the distance the polymer solution stream travels before reaching the
collector plate. The thinning and longer travel distance together allow for
evaporation of the solvent and solidification of the polymer solution in the
form of a fiber. The fibers accumulate randomly on the collector plate and
form a flat sheet. After the sheet is thick enough it is peeled off the collector
plate and used as flat sheet membrane. Post-treatment of the membrane is
common.
Suitability of ENMs for certain applications is dictated by characteristics
that define the membrane, such as fiber diameter, pore size and pore size
distribution, porosity, surface charge, etc. For example, Ma et al. [20]
describe a correlation between the fiber diameter and the pore size, such that
the pore size is approximately three times the mean fiber diameter. The final
properties of ENMs are defined by a number of parameters as will be
discussed in the next section.
An extensive presentation of different preparation techniques of ENMs
can be found in Feng et al. [19]. Also, Reneker and Yarin [18] provide details
of stages of jet and fiber formation and fiber morphology.

4. Factors affecting properties of ENMs
The parameters that dictate the final properties of an ENM are commonly
grouped in three categories: solution properties, process properties, and
operating conditions [21, 22]. Solution properties include: type of polymer,
type of solvent, polymer molecular weight, polymer concentration, solvent
viscosity, solvent volatility, surface tension, conductivity, and dielectric
constant. Process properties are: needle diameter, applied voltage, distance
between the spinneret and the collector, and flow rate. Operating conditions
include: temperature, humidity, and composition and flow of the atmosphere.
4.1. Solution parameters
4.1.1. Choice of Polymer
The type of polymer used for preparation of ENMs depends on the final
application of membrane. Parameters such as spinnability, surface tension,
and hydrophobicity should be considered. Most of the polymers used in
conventional membrane preparation can also be used for electrospinning. A

Fig. 4. Schematic of a simple electrospinning set up for nanofiber membrane
preparation. Reproduced with permission of [19].

4.1.2. Choice of solvent
Choice of solvent greatly affects spinnability and final properties of the
ENMs. Thiyagarajan and Sahu [23] studied spinability nylon-6 in formic acid
solutions at different concentrations. They concluded that only at
concentrations greater than 16% the solution was spinnable. At the lower end
of spinnability, i.e., at 16%, segmental fibers containing beads form. Uniform
fibers with no beads formed at concentrations greater than 24%.
A major study on the choice of solvent was done by Jarusuwannapoom et
al. [24]. They dissolved polystyrene (PS) in eighteen different solvents at
different concentrations and examined the morphological properties of the
ENMs by means of scanning electron microscopy (SEM). They found that
only five of the solvents produced spinnable solutions. Their qualitative
observation suggested that most important factors determining the electrospinnability of the PS solution were high enough values of both the dipole
moment of the solvent and the conductivity of both the solvent and the
resulting solutions, high enough boiling point of the solvent, not-so-high
values of both the viscosity and the surface tension of the resulting solutions.
Table 1 compares the SEM images of PS prepared using five different
solvents at three concentrations.
Solubility of the polymer and boiling point of the solvent are also two
major parameters to consider. Surface tension of the solvent plays an
important role in shaping the nanofibers. High surface tension solvents tend to
form spheres in order to minimize their surfaces. This, results in formation of
droplets instead of fibers or formation of beads in fibers [25]. Therefore, a
solvent with lower surface tension is more desirable.
Blending and mixing solvents with desirable characteristics is also
common in order to control the properties of the produced fibers and the final
membrane. For example, Han et al. [26] used a blend of acetic acid and water
at different compositions to dissolve cellulose acetate and observed that the
fiber diameter and size distribution are directly affected by the solvent
composition. A ternary solvent blend of acetone, DMF, and trifluoroethylene
(3:1:1) was also used to dissolve cellulose acetate by Ma et al. [27].
4.1.3. Effect of concentration and viscosity
The effects of concentration and viscosity of polymer solution on the
morphology of fibers and properties of the produced membranes have been
studied by a number of researchers [28-30]. Concentration and viscosity of
polymer solution are interconnected to certain extent. Generally, viscosity
increases with concentration. A low concentration solution destabilises the
ejected jet stream causing breakage of the solution into small droplets. Partial
evaporation of the solvent causes the droplets to land as small spheres of
polymer. This process is called electrospraying. As the concentration of
polymer solution increases the polymer chains interact more and the jet
becomes continuous and fibers are formed. That is when electrospinning takes
place [15].
The transition between electrospraying and electrospinning has been
investigated by Costa et al. [31]. The group prepared two PVDF solutions,
one with DMF and the other with DMF/acetone as the solvent. Both solutions
were prepared at 5, 7, 10, and 20 wt% concentrations. Figure 5 shows the
SEM images of the membranes formed using each of the two solutions and at
each of the concentrations.
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Table 1
Morphological comparison of polystyrene ENMs prepared using five different solvents at three concentrations [24].
Solution

Solvent
1,2-Dichloroethane

DMF

Ethylacetate

MEK

THF

10% w/v

20% w/v

30% w/v

Notes: applied potential: 20 kV, collection distance: 10 cm, scale on the images: 100 µm.

was also reported by Demir et al. [34] who used AFM to measure the
diameter of fibers obtained from polyurethaneurea in DMF solutions. They
observed an increase in fiber diameter from a few nm to ~800 nm at
concentrations ranging from 3.8 wt% to 12.8 wt%. Similar observations and
conclusion were made by Megelski et al. [35] using polystyrene in THF, and
by Gu et al. [36] who showed that the diameter of fibers prepared from PAN
in DMF increased from ~200 nm to ~1,000 nm when the concentration
increased from 6 wt% to 12 wt%.
Molecular weight of the polymer also affects the viscosity, and therefore
spinnability of the polymer solution. Molecular weight of a polymer is
determined by the length of the polymer chain, which in turn influences the
entanglements. Higher molecular weights result in more viscous solutions
[37].
In general, an optimum viscosity would be high enough to ensure the jet
continuity and low enough for smooth flow of the solution through the needle.
For example, Doshi and Reneker [15] determined that the optimum viscosity
for PEO/water solutions at different concentrations were between 800 and
4,000 centipoise.

Fig. 5. SEM images of PVDF in DMF and in DMF/acetone at different
concentrations [31].

According to the study, PVDF/DMF solution forms droplets at lower
concentrations of 5 and 7 wt%. At 10 wt%, a transition stage was observed
where fibers formed, but they contained beads. Only at higher concentration
of 20% clean continuous fibers were formed. Comparing the two solutions,
the transition happed earlier for PVDF/DMF/acetone system than
PVDF/DMF system at a concentration of 7 wt%. Also the fiber thickness
increased with increasing concentration for both solutions.
The major differences between the two solutions were in their viscosities
and solvent volatilities. In both cases, electrospraying dominated at lower
concentrations. However, although acetone is less viscos than DMF, because
of its higher volatility it evaporated more rapidly increasing concentration of
the jet stream. That, in turn, delayed the destabilization effect and favored
continuous jet that allowed for an earlier formation of fibers.
Tungprapa et al. [32] conducted similar study using cellulose acetate in a
number of single and binary solvents at varying concentrations. The
observations from this group were in agreement with the other studies
described here, namely, low concentrations of CA resulted in electrospraying
or beaded and short fibers. As the CA concentration increased smooth fibers
were produced.
Deitzel et al. [33] used PEO in water solutions to show that there exists
an optimum concentration within which fiber diameter increases with
concentration according to a power law relationship. The power law relation

4.1.4. Effect of volatility
Volatility – as determined by boiling point of the solvent – is another
determining factor when the final shape and properties of the fibers are
concerned [38]. A highly volatile solvent evaporates quickly solidifying the
fibers when the jet stream is still too thick. The fibers formed this way would
be generally thicker than those formed using a less volatile solvent. On the
other hand, a low volatility solvent would not evaporate fast enough for the
fibers to solidify and take shape. Fibers land on the plate while still wet, and
fuse and form a porous sheet, similar to conventional membranes. A suitable
solvent would evaporate at the rate that allows for thinning the jet stream, and
at the same time, leaves the jet stream fast enough for the fibers to form
before landing on the collection plate.
Volatility of the solvent also affects the surface roughness (porosity) of
the nanofibers. This effect was studied by Megleski et al. [35] who
electrospun nanofibers from solutions of polystyrene in THF, DMF, and
mixtures of the two. They observed that the nanofibers produced from highly
volatile THF were porous on the surface, while those from low volatility
DMF were smooth. Also, the surface porosity of nanofibers prepared from
solutions with different ratios of DMF and THF varied from smooth to rough
when the ratio of the solvents varied from favoring DMF to favoring DHF.
Similar observations were obtained by Tungprapa et al. [32] when
cellulose acetate was dissolved in binary solvent systems. Furthermore, Ma et
al. [27] also experimented with ternary blend of solvents to control the
morphology of the produced fibers. The group dissolved cellulose acetate in
acetone/DMF/trifluoroethanol at 3:1:1 ratio. The produced ENM was then
heat treated and used as affinity membrane.
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4.1.5. Effect of conductivity
Conductivity of the polymer solution has direct effect on the fiber
diameter. A solution with higher conductivity produces finer fibers [8, 39].
That is because higher conductivity means the capacity of a solution for
carrying charges is higher and the applied voltage exerts a higher tensile force
on a polymer solution with higher conductivity. The tensile force causes more
pronounced elongation of the jet stream, thus, formation of finer fibers. The
balancing forces on the jet stream include charge repulsion that try to break
the stream and surface tension that keeps it together. Therefore, as the applied
voltage on the stream increases more elongation of the stream occurs. This
means less bead formation and smaller diameter fibers forming. Early studies
suggested an inverse relation between the fiber diameter and cubic root of
solution conductivity [14].
Conductivity of a polymer solution depends on the choice of solvent as
well as on addition of suitable additives to the solution. For example, Nirmala
et al. [40] used formic acid as the solvent for polyamide polymer. They
observed an increased mass throughput from the spinneret and thinner fibers
as the result of increased conductivity of the solution. They explained the
improved properties of the fibers by enhanced presence of free ions in the
solution.
Several researchers looked at enhancing the conductivity of a solution by
adding ionic substances. Ionic salts increase the charge density of the polymer
solution. Fong et al. [25] enhanced the conductivity of PEO in water by
adding NaCl to the solution. They observed easier ejection of the polymer
solution from the nozzle, formation of smaller and smoother fibers, and
supressed beads formation. Zhang et al. [41] added different concentrations of
NaCl to polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)/water solution. They observed a decrease in
fiber diameter from 214 nm to 159 nm when the salt concentration increased
from 0.05% to 0.2%. Zong et al. [42] showed that addition of 1 wt% of three
different salts, namely, KH2PO4, NaH2PO4, and NaCl helped elimination of
beads that were forming using no-salt solution. The same group also observed
that solutions with smaller molecule salts produced thinner fibers. This is due
to the larger charge density carried by smaller salts.
Additives other than salts were also used to enhance the conductivity of
polymer solution. Son et al. [43] used polyacrylic acid (PAA) and
polyallylamine hydrochloride (PAH) as electrolyte additives to a solution of
PEO in water. They observed formation of thinner fibers which were
attributed to the increased conductivity of the solution.

4.2. Operational parameters
Operational parameters such as feed flow rate, applied voltage, and the
distance between the tip of the nozzle and the ground plate, as well as ambient
parameters such as temperature, humidity, and atmosphere influence the
properties of the fibers and the final membrane.
4.2.1. Effect of feed flow rate
Feed flow rate is an important factor dictating the thickness of the
produced fibers. In general, smaller feed flow rates produce thinner fibers.
Fridrikh et al. [44] proposed a model predicting the jet diameter as well as the
final fiber diameter. The equation defining the limiting diameter of the jet is:
(1)
Where, h represents jet diameter, ε is dielectric permittivity, χ is a
dimensionless wavelength of the instability equal to the ratio of radius of
curvature to the jet diameter, Q is the feed flow rate, I is electric current, and γ
is surface tension. In this equation, the first parenthesis is constant and Q/I is
the inverse of volume charge density. The fiber diameter is obtained when the
effect of concentration change is incorporated into the above equation:
d = c1/2.h

(2)

Substituting for h and taking logarithm of the two sides results in the
following relation:
Log d = 0.667 log (Q/I) + K

(3)

where, K is constant. This equation predicts a logarithmic graph of fiber
diameter versus Q/I would yield a straight line with a slope of 0.667. Figure 6
compares the experimental results with prediction from the model for
polycaprolacton (PCL). The slope of the experimental results is 0.639, in
good agreement with the theoretical value. The theoretical curve for jet
diameter (insert) was shifted by roughly a constant value of 2, which still is in

good agreement with the theoretical prediction. The difference between the
predicted and experimental values could be attributed to the measurements
(e.g., of surface tension) as well as to assumptions (e.g., of χ).

Fig. 6. Log of fiber diameter vs. log of Q/I for polycaprolacton at different
concentrations [44].

To examine validity of the model for other systems, the group also tried
PEO and PAN, which unlike PCL, have high conductivities. Although they
did not succeed to spin solutions of the two polymers to reproducible results
over a wide range of Q/I values, the experimental results they obtained fit the
predictions within 10% to 20%.
Megelski et al. [35] electrospun polystyrene in THF solution to
demonstrate that larger fiber diameters as well as larger pore sizes result from
higher flow rates. In addition, a larger amount of solvent needs to evaporate if
the flow rate is high. It might cause insufficient drying of the fibers before
they reach the collector plate. Wet fibers, as discussed earlier, cause fusion of
fibers and formation of flat, ribbon shape fibers. In general, it has been shown
that lower flow rates produce smaller fibers and minimizes bead formation
[45].
4.2.2. Effect of applied voltage
In the absence of an external force, the surface tension of the polymer
solution keeps the molecules together. An electric field charges the surface
molecules generating a force opposing the surface tension. At a critical
voltage value the electric force overcomes surface tension of the solution and
a jet ejects from the tip of the needle. Furthermore, the balance between the
two forces induces instability in the jet and causes the jet to bend and whip.
The minimum voltage needed to initiate the jet stream depends on the system.
For example, a 30% poly lactic acid in DMF required 16 kV before a jet
stream is formed [42], while 5.5 kV was already high enough to initiate jet
formation in a PEO/water solution at 7 wt% concentration [33].
At low applied voltage, a droplet forms at the bottom of the needle with a
cone – known as Taylor cone – hanging from the apex of the drop where the
jet starts to eject. As the voltage increases, the droplet becomes smaller until it
disappears and the Taylor cone forms at the tip of the needle. Further increase
of the voltage would remove the cone and the jet initiates from the inside of
the needle. This is shown in Figure 7 [46]. To compensate for the
disappearance of Taylor cone, higher flow rate is exercised. Beads formation
is also associated with the higher applied voltage.
Dietzel et al. [33] spun PEO in water solutions under varying voltages
from 5.5 kV to 15 kV and showed that mass flow rate of the polymer solution
is directly related to the applied voltage. They also concluded that intensity of
beads increase with increasing the applied voltage. The study suggested that
by monitoring the spinning current the formation of beads can be controlled.
The correlation between the applied voltage and intensity of bead formation
was also reported by Zong et al. [42], Pawlowski et al. [47], and Haghi and
Akbari [48].
Both Baumgarten [14] and Sill and von Recum [46] reported that the
fiber diameter decreases with increasing applied voltage to certain point and
then starts to increase again which coincides with beads formation. The
increase in fiber diameter with increasing voltage was also reported by
Meechaisue et al. [49]. They explained the increased fiber diameter by larger
amounts of polymer solution ejected under the dragging force of the applied
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voltage.
Thompson et al. [21] proposed a model that indicated both the transition
and the final fiber diameter are affected by the applied voltage. Figure 8
shows that as the applied voltage increases the final radius of the jet
decreases. Also, the jet acquires its final size faster.
Nirmala et al. [50] produced polyamide-6 ultrafine fibers at proper
applied voltage. The group observed that when the applied voltage reached
the critical value of 22 kV ultrafine fibers formed in the shape of a spider web
connecting the regular shaped fibers. The diameter of the ultrafine fibers was
in the range of 9 to 28 nm, while regular fibers had diameters of 75 to 110 nm
(Figure 9). Further increase in the applied voltage caused less ultrafine fibers
produced.

Fig. 7. Effect of varying the applied pressure on the formation of the jet. At
relatively low voltages a drop is formed at the tip of the needle with the Taylor cone
forming at the apex of the drop where the jet initiates. As the voltage increases the
drop disappears and the cone forms at the tip of the needle. Further increase of
applied voltage causes the jet to initiate directly from the inside of the needle [46].

4.2.3. Effect of distance from spinneret
The distance between the spinneret and the collector is less profound
compared with other parameters. However, it affects the shape and diameter
of the fiber by allowing for bending instability and whipping, which in turn,
cause both thinning the fibers and evaporation of the solvent. Doshi and
Reneker [15] correlated the fiber thickness to the distance between the
spinneret and the collector plate and showed that finer fibers were produced
when the distance was larger. A short distance means a shorter travel path for
the jet, thus, shorter evaporation time. The wet fibers, in such case, would
fuse and/or take a flat shape. Megelski [35] observed bead formation when

the distance between the spinneret and the collector was not long enough for
elongation and drying of fibers. The distance also plays an important role in
switching between electrospraying and electrospinning. The effect of distance
from spinneret on fiber diameter is shown in Figure 10 [51].

Fig. 8. variation of the jet radius with distance from the ground plate at different
applied pressures [21].

An interesting experiment was conducted by Haas et al. [52] where they
used a combination of distance between spinneret and collector, mix of
solvents with different volatilities, and feed flow rate to obtain fibers with
controlled degree of fusion leading to high packing density.
Generally, an optimum distance between the spinneret and the collector is
long enough for fiber stretching and solvent evaporation and short enough for
preventing breakage of the fiber. Outside this optimum distance bead
formation or electrospraying are observed [53].

Fig. 9. FE-SEM images of electrospun polyamide-6 produced with different applied voltages of (a) 15, (b) 17, (c) 19, (d) 22, and (e) 25 kV [50].
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compared to the conventional membranes [60].
Gopal et al. [61] prepared and characterized electrospun PVDF
membranes. The results of the characterization revealed that they have similar
properties as conventional MF membranes. The group simulated microparticle removal using the prepared membranes. For this purpose, they passed
polystyrene nanoparticles of nominal size 1, 5, and 10 µm through the
prepared ENMs and observed removal efficiencies of between 91% and 98%.
As shown in Figure 12, no fouling was observed when 10 µm nanoparticles
were used, which was attributed to removal of the particles from the surface
of the membrane through good stirring of the feed. As a result, no drop in flux
was observed. The experiment with the 5 µm nanoparticles showed some
fouling. Nevertheless, the stirring was still sufficient to prevent sever fouling.
While the 1 µm particles exhibited the highest removal efficiency, the flux
was sharply declined. The SEM image revealed significant deposition of the
particles that plugged the pores of the membrane. The pressure-flux
correlation indicated that the liquid entry pressure (LEP, the minimum
pressure required before a liquid starts to permeate through a membrane) was
7.7 psi. The flux increased exponentially at pressures exceeding the LEP.
Fig. 10. Decrease of fiber diameter with increasing distance from the spinneret at different
applied voltages [51].

5. Applications
The early applications of nanofibers were in textile industry. During the
past few decades, however, they have found new applications in filtration,
biotechnology, energy, and medical sciences. An investigation of the relevant
US patents indicated that medical prosthesis followed by filtration make up
the majority of the applications of nanofibers [54]. This is shown in Figure
11.

Fig. 11. applications of electrospun nanofibers in different industries according to
the US patents [54].
Fig. 12. FESEM images of PVDF ENM: a. before removal, b. after 10 µm removal,
c. after 5 µm removal, after 1 µm removal [61].

Because this paper is focused on electrospun nanofiber membranes the
applications presented here are related to filtration. There are a number of
relevant reviews available for medical applications. For example, in dental
[37], drug delivery [30, 46], biotechnology [55], antibacterial [56], and cell
culture scaffold [40].
The early application of ENMs in the area of filtration was in air
cleaning. In the recent years, this new generation of membranes have found
applications in other industries such as water and wastewater treatment as
well as membrane distillation. The latter was only revived due to the
significantly higher flux that ENMs offer compared to conventional
membranes. Also, high porosity and high surface area to volume ratio make
ENMs suitable for adsorption processes.
5.1. Applications in water and wastewater treatment
During the past decades the market for membrane processes in water and
wastewater treatment has shown exponential growth. Novel improvements
have enhanced performance and life span of commercial membranes and have
significantly reduced cost of treatment. The nanofiber membranes as a new
generation of membranes are about to introduce yet another major leap ahead
by significantly increase water flux and reducing energy consumption. A
number of reviews have focused on the advancements ENMs offer to the
water industry [2, 19, 57, 58, 59].
5.1.1. Microfiltration
Microfiltration membranes are commonly used in water and wastewater
treatment to remove particulates. They are also used as pre-filter in NF and
RO applications. Suitable pore size and high porosity of ENMs make them
ideal alternatives for microfiltration applications with superior performances

Gopal et al. [5] also explored use of polysulfone ENM as pre-filter. The
group simulated particulate removal in pre-filter applications by using
polystyrene nanoparticles from 0.1 µm to 10 µm size. The membrane was
able to remove 99+% of 10, 8, and 7 µm particles without any permanent
fouling. However it was irreversibly fouled by 2 and 1 µm particles. The
membrane was observed to behave as deep filter for particles below 1 µm. the
LEP was 2 psi and flux increased exponentially with applied pressure
afterwards. The study highlighted the potential of ENMs as a protection
barrier for RO and UF applications.
In a similar study, Aussawasathien et al [62] used nylon-6 to remove
particulates of sub-micron to 10 µm size. The particles with 1 to 10 µm sizes
were removed completely, while those smaller than 1 µm showed rejection
efficiency of ~90%. Liu et al. [63] compared performance of a PVA nanofiber
membrane crosslinked with glutaraldehyde with that of Millipore GSWP
commercial membrane. The PVA ENM exhibited 3 to 7 times higher pure
water flux and rejected 98+% of bacteria sized particles.
5.1.2. Ultrafiltration
While the pores of a nanofiber membrane is well fitted with MF
applications reducing the size of the pores to the range suitable for
ultrafiltration is not straightforward. For this purpose, the concept of thin film
nanofibrous composite (TFNC) membrane has been introduced [64]. This
configuration adopts the conventional thin film composite (TFC)
configuration by incorporating three separate layers into one membrane. The
top layer is either a hydrophilic nonporous thin layer or a nanofiber
membrane made from ultrafine fibers (in the range of a few nanometers
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thick). The middle layer is an ENM containing micropores and the bottom
layer is a conventional non-woven support. This configuration is shown in
Figure 13.

Fig. 13. Schematic diagram of a thin film nanofibrous composit membrane [64].

Yoon et al. [65] demonstrated that UF membranes made of fibers had
porosity at least twice as high as conventional UF. Such membranes can
remove oil emulsions from water and have applications in oil and gas
industries. Ma et al. [20, 66,67,68] replaced the top nonporous layer with a
thin layer of ultrafine ENM with fibers having diameters between 5 and 10
nm. The TFNC membranes exhibited 10 times higher flux than commercial
membranes.
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polymethacrylic acid (PMAA) and used to adsorb Cu 2+, Hg2+, and Cd2+. The
carboxylate group of PMAA significantly enhanced the adsorptive capacity of
the base membrane for heavy metals. The best adsorption capacity of the
membrane was obtained for mercury at pH=5 which was ~5.3 mg/g. The
other two metals showed smaller adsorption capacities of ~2.9 mg/g and ~2.2
mg/g for copper and cadmium, respectively. Irani et al. [75] obtained
significantly higher adsorption capacity of 327.3 mg/g for cadmium using
polyvinyl alcohol / Tetraethylorthosilicate / aminopyropyltriethoxysilane
(PVA/TEOS/APTES) electrospun nanofiber membrane.
Removal of cadmium II, lead II, and copper II from water was also
studied by a number of other researchers. Sang et al. [76] used polyvinyl
chloride (PVC) for the removal of the target metals. They achieved maximum
uptakes of 5.65 mg/g, 5.35 mg/g, and 5.03 mg/g for Cu (II), Cd (II), and Pb
(II), respectively. Higher adsorption capacities of the same target heavy
metals were obtained using polyethyleneimine ENM by Wang et al. [77]. The
membrane was crosslinked, doped with PVA as fiber forming additive, and
used as chelating agent to remove the targeted heavy metals. The removal
efficiency was the best for Cu (II) with 1.05 mmol/g (67.16 mg/g) followed
by Cd (II) with 1.04 mmol/g (116.94 mg/g), and Pb (II) with 0.43 mmol/g
(90.03 mg/g). Aliabadi et al. [78] reported adsorption of nickel, copper,
cadmium, and lead using ENMs made of PEO/chitosan. The adsorption
capacity of the membrane after two hours was 175.1 mg/g for nickel, 163.7
mg/g for copper, 143.8 mg/g for cadmium, and 135.4 mg/g for lead.
Removal of chromium VI was studied by Taha et al. [79]. Chromium VI
was removed using amine-functionalized cellulose acetate/silica composit
nanofiber membrane. Amine groups can bind with a number of metals. An
adsorption capacity of 19.46 mg/g was obtained after 60 min. However, the
process required an acidic ambiance of pH = 1.0. Li et al. [80] examined Cr
VI removal and conversion to Cr III using a composit membrane made of
polyamide 6 and FexOy. They achieved a removal rate of 150 mg/g. Aminefunctionalization was also applied to PAN by Kampalanonwat and Supaphol
[81] for removing CU (II), Ag (II), Fe (II), and Pb (II). The experimental
results fitted well with Langmuir isotherm as shown in Figure 14.

5.1.3. Desalination
While reverse osmosis desalination has become accepted process
worldwide, ENMs offer certain advantages. For example, thin film
nanocomposit (TFNC) membranes have offered enhanced flux compared to
conventional desalination membranes. This is done by replacing the middle
layer of a conventional TFC with a nanofiber membrane. The higher porosity
and lower resistance of the middle layer help enhancing the overall flux of the
desalination membrane.
Yung et al. [69] prepared a TFNC for nanofiltration by interfacial
polymerization of piperazine using ionic liquids. The major characteristic of
the TFNC was the use of electrospun PES as support layer of the TFNC
which reduced the resistance to the flow of permeating water compared with
the conventional UF membranes. The rejection rate of the resulting membrane
was examined for MgSO4 and NaCl. The TFNC membrane exhibited 2 times
higher permeation flux compared to that of commercial NF-90 with
comparable salt rejection ratio, and comparable permeation flux and salt
rejection performance as those of NF-270.
5.1.4. Heavy metals removal
Heavy metals need to be removed effectively from drinking water due to
their negative effects on human health. For example hexavalent chromium is
carcinogenic even at very low dosages, and lead is carcinogenic and causes
memory loss if its concentration exceeds limit. Heavy metals enter water
sources through the wastewater generated by a number of industries.
Kurniawan et al. [70] provide an extensive review of conventional processes
for removing heavy metals from wastewater such as chemical precipitation,
flotation, membrane filtration, and ion exchange. While these processes are
currently in use in large-scale treatment plants they suffer from certain
disadvantages such as high cost or low efficiency. Also, in recent years
certain agricultural waste and industrial by-products have been used as
sorbents to remove heavy metals from wastewater [71]. While the adsorptive
capacities of these substances were remarkably high, they introduce CODs,
BODs, and TOCs to the water that are major sources of contamination
themselves. Removal of heavy metals using the adsorptive properties of
ENMs is a novel technique that offers inexpensive and efficient process.
The removal of heavy metals by polymers is based on interactions
between the metal and the functional groups on the surface of the polymer. It
could be electrostatic interactions, physical affinity, or chemical chelation and
complexation [72].
Xiao et al. [73] electrospun blend of polyacrylic acid and polyvinyl
alcohol (PAA/PVA) and used it to adsorb copper II ions from water. They
succeeded to obtain 91% removal within three hours. Tian et al. [74]
electrospun cellulose acetate and surface modified the membrane using

Fig. 14. Adsorption isotherms of Cu (II), Ag (II), Fe (II), and Pb (II) onto aminofunctionalized PAN membrane [81].

Chromium III removal was examined by Taha et al. [82] using an aminefunctionalized polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP)/SiO2. An adsorption capacity of
97 mg/g was obtained at pH=7.5. The adsorption equilibrium was achieved
after 20 min. The adsorption capacity reduced from 97% to 92% after five
cycles of regeneration.
Thioether-functionalized polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP)/SiO2 was used by
Teng et al. [83] to remove Hg2+ from water. At an optimum condition they
achieved 4.26 mmol/g (~855 mg/g) adsorption capacity. The equilibrium was
achived after 30 min and the adsorption capacity remained the same after
three regeneration cycles.
5.1.5. Microorganisms removal
Removal and/or deactivation of microorganisms using ENMs are
possible by size exclusion or by adsorption. ENMs with definite pore sizes
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have been developed that reject microorganisms of specific sizes. Also, a
variety of antibacterial agents such as zinc oxide, titanium dioxide, and silver
have been incorporated into membranes for this purpose. Different
approaches exist for incorporation of active agent into the fibers. The active
agent can be blended with the polymer solution prior to electrospinning, be
confined in the core of the fiber through coaxial electrospinning, be
encapsulated in nanostructures before dispersing them in the solution, or
through post-treatment to convert precursor into its active form, or by
attaching onto the surface of the fiber [56]. These approaches are
schematically shown in Figure 15.
Zhang et al. [84] treated PAN ENM in hydroxylamine aqueous solution
to produce amidoxime nanofiber membrane. The active –C(NH2)=N–OH
group on the surface of the fibers were used to coordinate Ag+, which were
then converted to Ag nanoparticles. The efficiency of the produced ENMs
was tested against deactivation of S. aureus and E. coli. The membranes with
Ag+ and with Ag nanoparticles both were capable of 7 log removal after 30
min of contact time.

salt rejection at a flux of ~5.7 kg/m2 h.
In a similar experiment, the group added hydrophobic surface modifying
macromolecules (SMM) and pore forming polyvinyl pyrrolidone to PVDF
and used the produced ENM for desalting 3.5% salt water [88]. They obtained
~99.98% salt rejection at fluxes up to 20 kg/m2h.
Zhang et al. [89] compared the performance of commercial
microfiltration PVDF membrane with four different commercial
microfiltration PTFE membranes for membrane distillation desalination. The
porosities of the active layers of the membranes were between 81.0% and
92.9%. They concluded that the performances of the membranes made of
PTFE were superior to PVDF with a salt rejection rate of nearly 100% against
96%. The best flux obtained using PTFE membranes were ~25 L/m2 h
compared with ~20 L/m2 h for PVDF.

5.2. Applications in membrane distillation
Although membrane distillation (MD) processes have been proven viable
from technical point of view, they haven’t experienced economic growth
mainly due to their low fluxes. The development of nanofiber membranes
have brought attentions back to MD because of the high flux that these
membranes offer. A number of research groups have focused on incorporation
of ENMs into MD processes for applications such as water and wastewater
treatment as well as desalination.
Membrane distillation is a thermally driven process that works according
to the vapor pressure difference across a membrane. The feed, at temperatures
below its boiling point, flows on one side of a hydrophobic membrane. Water
vapor enters the pores of the membrane, is transport to the other side, which is
at a lower temperature, condenses, and is collected. Table 2 [8] shows the
schematics of different membrane distillation configurations. Camacho et al.
[85] have published a comprehensive review on the applications of membrane
distillation in desalination. Also, Khayet and Matsuura [86] provide a history
of membrane distillation.
5.2.1. Desalination by membrane distillation
The first attempt to use ENMs in MD was made by Feng et al. [9] to
produce drinking water (NaCl <280 ppm) from saline water solutions of 1%,
3.5%, and 6% concentrations. They tested the membrane at different
temperature differences ranging from 15 oC to 60 oC. Flux increased with
increasing temperature and decreasing salt content of the feed. Flux of 1%
NaCl ranged from ~1.5 kg/m2 h at ΔT = 15 oC to a maximum of ~11.5 kg/m2
h at ΔT = 60 oC. Salt rejection was high at all experimental conditions and
ranged from 98.5% to 99.9%. During an experimental period of 25 days
stable results were obtained. Figure 16 shows the variations in flux and salt
rejection with temperature difference across the membrane.
The same group experimented with embedding clay nanoparticles in
PVDF polymer to enhance hydrophobicity [87]. They used the produced
ENM for direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD) and achieved 99.97%

Fig. 16. Variations of flux and salt rejection with temperature difference across the
membrane [9].

Fig. 15. Various methods of incorporating antibacterial agents into nanofiber membranes [56].
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Table 2
Different configurations of membrane distillation.
Configuration
Direct contact membrane
distillation (DCMD)

Remarks
 Feed flows on one side of the membrane, permeates through
pores in vapor form and condenses on the other side. Both feed
and permeate are in direct contact with membrane.

Air gap membrane distillation
(AGMD)

 Feed flows on one side of the membrane. The permeate
condenses on a cooled plate separated from the membrane by an
air gap.

Vacuum membrane distillation
(VMD)

 Feed flows on one side of the membrane. Permeate is collected
under vacuum and is condensed outside the membrane cell.

Sweep Gas Membrane
Distillation (SGMD)

 Feed flows on one side of the membrane. A gass flows on the
other side collecting the permeate vapor. The stream then goes
through a condenser where the permeate is collected in liquid
form.

5.2.2. VOCs removal by membrane distillation
ENMs were used as both filters and adsorbents to remove VOCs from
water or wastewater. Singh et al. [7] carbonized PAN ENM by heating the
membrane under nitrogen atmosphere at 400 oC for 4 hours. The carbonized
membrane was used to remove chloroform and monochloroacetic acid from
water. Adsorption capacities of 554 mg/g and 504 mg/g were obtained for
chloroform and monochloroacetic acid, respectively.
Feng et al. [90] used gas stripping membrane distillation (GSMD) to
remove chloroform as a typical VOC from water. Nitrogen was used as the
sweep gas. The feed concentration varied from 250 to 2,000 ppm. The feed
temperature was from 23 to 60 oC. They observed a fast depletion of the feed
from chloroform such that in 5 hours between 60% and 85% of chloroform
was removed from water depending on the feed concentration.
5.2.3. Ethanol/water separation by membrane distillation
Formation of azeotropic mixtures of ethanol and water makes separation
of the two difficult. Feng et al. [19] report ethanol/water separation using
vacuum membrane distillation using PVDF ENM. The feed concentration
varied between 20% and 80% ethanol. The corresponding permeate
concentrations were between 38 and 85% corresponding to selectivities of 1.4
to 2.4. Flux increased with increasing ethanol concentration in the feed and
with increasing temperature. The range of flux was between 1.5 kg/m 2 h and
3.3 kg/m2 h.

coated them with nanofiber membranes. The former group used PAN
nanofiber membrane as the top layer and the latter one used PA-66. Both
groups reported significantly enhanced (up to 99.9%) aerosol removal
efficiency.
6. Summary
The science and engineering of electrospinning nanofiber membranes
(ENMs) have advanced rapidly in the recent years. Fibers with smaller
diameters have been produced leading to membranes with smaller and more
defined pore sizes. Many successful attempts to modify the chemistry and
surface properties of ENMs have resulted in more robust membranes with
favorable performances.
ENMs have proven reliable as both filters and adsorbents. As filters,
ENMs have found applications in water and wastewater treatment,
desalination, air cleaning, as well as food, pharmaceutical, and oil and gas
industries. As adsorbents, ENMs offer high surface area to volume ratio and
perform superior to conventional adsorption processes in a number of
applications. Removal of heavy metals from wastewater is an example of
applications where ENMs can be used as adsorption media.
With rapidly growing knowledge and reliable lab-scale and industrial
results obtaining using ENMs in different areas it is expected to see these
membranes replace a number of conventional processes offering more
environmentally friendly and less expensive performances.

5.3. Air filtration
Air filtration requires low flow resistance, low pressure drop, and high
flux across the membrane, which all can be found in ENMs. Due to their
smaller fiber diameter and larger surface area per volume, ENMs perform
superior to conventional air filters [91]. Most common processes where
ENMs can be used as air filter media include internal combustion engines,
clean rooms for electronic applications, hospitals, and indoor spaces.
Ahn et al. [92] compared the efficiency of a Nylon-6 ENM with that of
commercial air filters. Nylon-6 performed better with 99.99% removal
efficiency with challenge particles of 0.3 µm in diameter.
The benefits of ENMs in air filtration have been shown by Podgórski et
al. [93] who demonstrated nanofiberous media as reliable and inexpensive
process to filter most aerosol particles. Their recommended configuration
includes a three-layer filter. The top layer is a coarse filter to remove
relatively large particles of micron range size. The middle layer is a
nanofiberous mat for removal of fine aerosol particulates, with a packed
support layer at the bottom.
The composite configuration was also used by Kim et al. [94] and Wang
et al. [95]. Both groups used a commercial microfibrous non-woven filter and
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